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Astronomy is commonly taught in primary schools, with an initial focus on explaining day and night, the solar system and seasons. However, 
there is abundant evidence that students going into secondary and even tertiary studies in astronomy have limited understanding and indeed
misconceptions of astronomical phenomena. A core difficulty for students is the need in visualising/explaining astronomical phenomena, to
coordinate earth and space centred perspectives and representations. This presentation will describe lesson sequences conducted in 3 schools, 
over 12 classes, focused on Grades 1 and 4 (Ages 6 and 10) children’s visualisation of day and night from earth and space perspectives. The 
sequence is part of a project that links science with mathematics through representation construction and modeling as core approaches to
learning. Key features of the sequence were children’s construction and coordination of spatial representations that linked the 
changes/movements in shadows (patterns) throughout the day with the movement of the sun in the sky and with earth’s rotation in relation to
the sun to explain day and night, and the pedagogy employed by teachers to build on children’s representations to establish common
understandings. The mathematics focus was on spatial reasoning including representations of length, rotation and angle, pattern representation, 
and temporal reasoning. Data included children’s artefacts, pre- and post-tests, field notes and video capture of key lessons, and student and 
teacher interviews. The pre- and post-test data and children’s interviews showed considerable shifts in children’s understanding of day and night
and earth-sun relations. Analysis of the video data, and field notes, showed the complexity of concepts and spatial reasoning for children, as well 
as the power of a guided inquiry pedagogy involving the construction and comparison/evaluation of representations. The study provides fresh
insights into the challenges presented in constructing flexible understandings of astronomical phenomena based on the coordination of spatial
and temporal representations from different perspectives. 
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Learning as induction 
into the multi modal 

discursive practices of 
science and 

mathematics (Latour, 
Peirce, Lemke) 

Model based 
reasoning, socio 

semiotic perspectives 
(Lehrer & Schauble, 

Lemke)

Pedagogy: guided 
inquiry where 

children generate 
data/observations 

and invent, compare, 
assess and revise, and 

coordinate 
representations. 

Maths and science 
interact productively, 
each raising questions 

that advances the 
other. There is a focus 
on constructs that are 

common to both. 

Key features of the IMS project
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Representational tools are crucial resources for 
speculating, reasoning, contesting and justifying 
explanations, knowledge building, and communicating. 



Year 1 Astronomy

Structure of the 
sequence
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Lesson sequence
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Lesson 1: What do you know about the sun? Establishing prior 
knowledge of the sun and day and night. Setting up of predictions and 
procedures for recording shadows and the suns movement.

Lesson 2: Conducting a Shadow Investigation Recording data to measure 
and interpret the suns movement by shadow recording and tracking of 
sun east to west, throughout the day.

Lesson 3: Representations and Modelling Shadow Investigation Data
Students conduct data analysis and modelling of sun tracking east to 
west. 

Lesson 4: Explanation and Modelling Earth’s Rotation Teacher guided 
explanation with modelling of Earth’s rotation around the sun with video 
simulation & role play.

Lesson 5: Clarify Day and Night Understandings Students final 
representation and learning analysis (Post-test activity).



Science ideas

• Day and night are 
caused by the earth’s 
rotation. 

• Movement of the sun 
from east to west 
(right to left if facing 
north), in the north 
part of the sky, 
because of the earth’s 
rotation. 

• We can model the 
earth and sun to 
explain what we 
experience of day and 
night. 

Mathematical ideas

• Representing spatial 
relations – compass 
directions, height and 
movement of sun, 
modeling shadow 
movement

• Measurement of 
length of shadow. 

• Collating data to draw 
conclusions

Major representations

• Ways of representing 
the movement / angle 
of the sun across the 
sky

• Representing shadows 
in relation to the 
position of the sun –
gnome shadow

• Role plays of rotating 
and observing sun 
rise, and relating to 
modeling of earth-sun 
system

Science and maths ideas, representations
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Representing 
shadow 
movement
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Lesson 1: What do you know about the sun? Establishing prior knowledge of the sun and 
day and night. Setting up of predictions and procedures for recording shadows and the 
suns movement.

Children predict the shadow might ‘move and change direction’, ‘get longer’, ‘get shorter’ 
(because the sun’s really big). 
On observing shadows informally: 

• How are you going to show how your shadow’s changed?
• How are you going to record how the time has changed?

Different classes made different decisions about measuring length:
using streamers or using blocks. 

Lesson 1: Children’s prior ideas and preparation 
for shadow tracking
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“The shape of 
the shadow 
changed”

“It got smaller and 
turned to the side”

(written on board)
What does 

that mean - it 
moved to the 

side.

Jen (student) indicates with gestures

“Oh so you mean 
moved around”

Student Teacher



Modeling shadow in relation to sun
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Gnome 
shadow 
modeling
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Establishing sun and shadow relations using 
the gnome
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Gnome Shadow Tracking
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Modeling the sun’s movement with a torch and 
gnome, then embodied representation
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The teacher moves the 
torch to duplicate the 

sun’s movement …

…. then has a student 
point to the sun and the 
shadow tip, to establish 

they are opposite in 
direction. 



Day and night 
modeling
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Modeling night and day
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Representation of changing shadow length

Representation of changing shadow angle in relation to sun

Gnome shadow angle and sun position

Modeling of sun movement and gnome shadow with torch 

Video of earth rotating 

Earth globe and torch 

Role play of rotating earth

Sequence of representations
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Student 
learning
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Changes to children’s ideas about shadows
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Naïve post test entry
Changes to 
student ideas



Final representations
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Teacher perceptions of learning
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Interviewer: Do you think they were able to make the connection 
between time of day in terms of measurement, different times in 
the day and the length of the shadow?

Colin: Some did and some did not at the start and then 
when we went back and we modeled it again in class with 
the globe and we looked at the shadows and the sun with 
a torch, when we did that activity we kind of then found 
that the children were kind of going, "Oh, the shadow's 
getting a bit longer here," so, then we went back to our 
data, we had a look at the length of the shadows, what 

time of the day was it, we went back and had a look and 
then we said, "Can we see a pattern?" and they kind of 
were able to then identify at the end that the morning 

and afternoon the shadows were longer and in the 
middle of the day it was shorter, "But why?" because the 

sun was higher in the sky.



Teacher perceptions of learning
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Emily: This has been really interesting in seeing 
children that don’t speak up as often really come 
up with some really insightful representations …. 
BUT …. In the shadows representations, they’re 
still drawing them almost looking like people 
rather than a shadow, and not showing that full 
tracking of the sun and the shadow lengths 
changing.



Student: Because it's the opposite but 
when it's on the top, which is noon, it's 
actually small.

Interviewer: When the sun is low, you mean.

Student: And because even at different times of the day, the 
sun rises around you and then your shadow gets smaller and 
then when the sun's over here, your shadow gets bigger 
because when it's going to go around and around, then.

Student focus groups
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Student: It is in different times of the day because it's 
always like when the sun is here, the sun is big because-

Interviewer: So, you're pointing up there high in the sky and the shadow is small.

Student: Yes, the smallest place and then after some hours more, it 
actually comes more bigger now because it's setting; it's going deeper.



Student: Because the sun is 
going up and then it's going 
more down but down to 
night time and then the 
shadow gets more smaller.

Interviewer: Why do you 
think it got smaller? 
Who can tell me?

On the other hand some students were confused still:
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Incorrect (sun 
moves up and 
down , or from 
west to east)

Correct Unclear

Pre test 36 7 (14%) 7
Post test 5 40 (80%) 5

Pre- & Post test: Movement of sun in the sky
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In focus groups, students often spontaneously used the globe to explain night and 
day, even orchestrating role plays. 

If America is daytime and the earth is spinning around, then people's shadow in 
America would be bigger. Rotate the earth please. Then America's night time now, so 
Australia –



The challenges to 
Year 1 students’ 
spatial thinking, 

relating sun 
position to shadow 
length and angle. 

The power of 
modelling and 
having children 

represent

The opportunities 
to develop 
children’s 

measurement and 
representational 

skills

The engagement of 
students in the 

process

Findings
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Thank You
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